Abstract. With the development of information technology nowadays, the analysis of mass data with time features has become possible. EEG feature extraction method is a key element of EEG research, this paper defines a method similarity of feature extraction. Five subjects are used to verify identification studies, which shows that the similarity method can extract to EEG features the subject. The analysis result of 400 collected EEG signals of the same mode shows that the similarity among features of the 400 samples is up to 80%.
Introduction
With the development of information technology nowadays, the analysis of mass data with time features has become possible. Therefore, the feature extraction and study of mass time series data have become the main research direction of data mining. A time series feature has two opposite characteristics: certainty and uncertainty. The certainty refers that in general many times of overall analysis of time series information corresponds to different results with a constant feature of time series. The uncertainty refers that for single time series information, such constant information is not complete or the time point when it occurs is uncertain. For solving the uncertainty, three mathematical theories are generated and they are fuzzy set theory, rough set theory and quotient space theory. These theories have been successfully applied in the fields, such as data mining, problem solving, pattern recognition, etc. Because corresponding features can be extracted from information itself using the rough set theory and this process needs no other knowledge, the extraction of many features is done using a rough set method.
During study of data mining, time series information includes many time-related information, such as meteorology, finance, management, astronomy, earthquake, etc. Such information is discrete and continuous and has different study methods respectively. Fox example, Tim Shimeall and Phil Williams [1] made trend analysis of computer network information security and divided the tre nd into: the trend of internal and external causes, temporal trend, space trend, associated trend and mixed trend. And they introduced trend analysis methods for different types of trend analyses.
In this article, the feature extraction of time series is realized by taking EEG signal as a study subject, collecting EEG signals via a proven EVP test mode, dynamically defining upper and lower approximation and a similarity calculation by using rough set method, and removing noise data gradually by adding time windows. The analysis result of 400 collected EEG signals of the same mode shows that the similarity among features of the 400 samples is up to 80%.
The EEG signal is a time series in the field of real numbers. As shown in Fig. 1 , although the original EEG signal includes certain ERP features, they are hard to extract. The reason is that the EEG signal is a weak electric signal, the features of which does not occur completely in one or several signals and are easy to be disturbed by noise data. The feature extraction herein is done by referring to information table, using wave crest and valley change and adding windows. The detailed algorithmic method is as follows:
Step 1: n-sample EEG signal.
Step 2: Calculate the gradient of input EEG signals, keep crest values, and zero remaining signals, and the crest value vector on a time series is obtained in this way. Define the crest value to be 1 and the valley value to be -1, and the waveform vector of time series is obtained in this way. Classifying n-sample EEG signals: Classify the EEG signals of the same event into one category and mark them with 1, 2, 3... , respectively. The merging time span, TW is equal to 1.
Step 3: Define the window's size to be T and window's step to be S, and start calculating the similarity in the window of the similar type of EEG signals from start time point.
Step 4: According to the similarity calculated in Step 3, divide the wave crest and valley values of EEG signal into upper and lower approximation sets; and the span of merged points, TW is equal to TW plus 1;
Step 5: Make looping execution of Step 3 until all valley points are added to upper approximation or the merged span, TW is equal to 1/T.
Step 6: Output The so-called event refers to the stimulus signals used to induce EEG signals from a subject during EEG signal collection;
The similarity used herein is divided into two parts: the shape similarity to indicate the change trend of time series and the value similarity to indicate the value of time series. If the definitions of two numbers ai and aj are operated as follows:
The formula for calculating shape similarity Sis of n waveform vectors of time point x on a time series can be represented as follows: For a classified threshold, with a set similarity, if exists, x time point of time series sample is of shape similarity.
For a time point x for n series samples, if mx1 stands for the maximum value of the vector of such time point, mx2 for the second maximum value, mi1 for the minimum value, and mi2 for the second minimum value, the similarity threshold of n time series values corresponding to the time point x can be calculated as follows:
If the time point x is of shape similarity, the similarity Siv of n vector values of the time point x can be calculated using the following formula: 
x Sis   
Result
In order to verify the effectiveness of the method herein, we chose five subjects and each subject chose 400 effective EEG signals in the same event. Firstly, the superimposed average of such signals was calculated using superimposed and taken as feature bases.
For 400 samples from five subjects, the similarity of such subjects calculated using the above method is 1.8836, 0.9536, 2.1737, 2.3010 and 1.9181 respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 . This indicates that the similarity calculation of time series features was successfully realized using the method. 
